Hey everyone
after the start of the naked summer 2022 with the «Spring Rally» at the Baltic Sea, Dani and I would
like to invite you to a self-organised private get-together.
We are looking forward to spending a few cool naked days with naturist from all nations aged 18-

19th to 21st August 2022 at Lake Constance. Together we want to visit the
public naturist beach in Hard/Fußach (Austria) at Lake Constance and in the
35 years from

evening - depending on your mood - explore the party life of Bregenz and Lindau. (If the weather
is bad, we can go to one of the super nice thermal baths on Lake Constance).
In the naturist beach, we can enjoy the summer in hopefully fine weather, naked and with a
refreshing drink or two… The nudist restaurant at the entrance of the fantastic and very large nudist
area offers the possibility of refreshments with ice cream, cold and warm food.
Those of you who fancy a BBQ-party won't miss out either... because there are several BBQ-spots
on the extensive grounds
.
In order to distribute the effort in advance equally on all shoulders, everyone is responsible for their
own travel and accommodation as well as catering on site
.
However, we recommend the "Junge Hotel Hard" (www.jungeshotel-hard.at) located near the nudist
beach.

Location:

Lake Constance, Hard/Fußach in Austria

Date:

from Friday afternoon 19.08. till Sunday afternoon 21.08.2022

Meeting point:

FKK-Strandbad, Im Böschen 43, 6971 Hard in Austria
→ www.hard-sport-freizeit.at

Audience:

young naturist aged 18-35 from different nations

Character:

Self-organisation, relaxed "get-together" with no clothes on

Costs:

depending on the desired accommodation and meals as well as the
activities

Until 15.07.2022 we have reserved a 4-bed room (price per person for two nights 90 euros incl.
breakfast) and a 6-bed room (price for two nights 82 euros incl. breakfast) at the "Jungen Hotel
Hard". If anyone would like to stay in one of the two rooms, they must contact Pascal by WhatsApp
by 14.07.2022. First

come, first serve! 😉

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us at young-nudists@gmx.net or via
WhatsApp.
We look forward to seeing you!
Naked greetings
Dani an Pascal
(Dani +49 173 70 56 404; Pascal +41 76 49 69 045)

FAQ’s:
- Is Dani and Pascal's event an official INF or ENY event?
No, Dani and Pascal organise this without an association in the background. Organising it privately
allows us to organise an naturist event for young people without having to meet the strict
requirements of an association.

- Are there any subsidies or grants for the event? Are there any discounts?
No, because it is a private meeting, there are no subsidies or reductions. Everyone bears their own
costs for accommodation and food as well as any activities (e.g. entrance to an naturist beach,
sauna etc.).

- Why do I have to organise my own accommodation?
It is a private gathering. Every naturist aged 18-35 is welcome to attend! However, everyone has to
organise their own participation, as there is no association to advance the costs. In addition, the
organisational effort for Dani and Pascal must be kept within "limits", as they organise this meeting
on a voluntary basis in addition to their jobs

- Is there a fixed programme?
No, there is no fixed programme! We decide what we feel like doing depending on the mood of
the group. This allows us to be flexible and adapt to the weather.

- Is there a limit to the number of participants?
There is only the age restriction of 18-35 years.

- Do I have to be 18 years old to participate?
Our event is aimed at young adults who enjoy naturism. In order to avoid the question of possible
supervision of minors, it is aimed exclusively at adults.

- Do I have to be a member of any naturist club or association to participate?
No! We are only interested in meeting other people of about the same age who also enjoy
naturism. As this idea is a casual meeting in a public place, everyone between the ages of 18 and
35 is welcome - regardless of membership in a nudist club or association.

- Where can one stay overnight?
The "Junge Hotel" in Hard, which is located in the immediate vicinity of the nudist beach, will be
happy to take your booking - without guarantee for availability. However, you book privately in
your own name and for your own account. Alternatively, there is other accommodation (e.g. via
Airbnb etc.) nearby.

- Does the "Junge Hotel" have free parking in front of the house and a lockable bike room?
YES!

- Is the "Junge Hotel" a nudist accommodation?
No!
It's just a cool and, above all, affordable place to stay in the immediate vicinity of the
naturist beach.

- Can I also stay somewhere else?
Of course. The suggestion of the "Young Hotel" is only a suggestion. You are of course free to
choose the accommodation of your choice
How many people will be attending?

- Approximately how many people will be attending?
That's difficult to estimate. Dani and Pascal would be very grateful if you could send us information
about your participation to: young-nudists@gmx.net. You are also welcome to forward the
invitation to the event. Dany can be reached at the following number: +49 173 70 56 404. Pascal's
number is: +41 76 49 69 045.

- What does the weekend cost?
Everyone is responsible for the costs of the weekend. As accommodation and meals are organised
by the participants themselves, everyone only pays for their own costs.

- Is there an entrance fee for the nudist beach?
Yes, it costs 5.30 euros per person per day.

- Can I eat at the nudist beach?
Yes, the FKK-Strandbad has a large naturist restaurant at the entrance that is open all day.
However, you can also bring your own drinks and food.

- Can I have a barbecue at the nudist beach?
Yes, there are various barbecue areas. Of course, a barbecue grill and firewood are available on
site.

- How do I get there?
Hard/Fußach is easy to reach by car and train (Hard-Fußach railway station in Austria). For a
journey by plane, the following airports can be recommended: Altenrhein (CH), Zurich (CH),
Friedrichshafen (DE), Memmingen (DE), Munich (DE).

